
ALEX SEDGWICK GETS BACK TO WINNING 

WAYS AT THE ROVAL 

 

The second race of the Vertex Stock Car Cup’s first double header round was 

a completely different venue to the first.  Instead of an oval, the drivers would 

face the challenges of the Charlotte Roval road course.  At the end of the 

programmed twenty-two laps, it was Alex Sedgwick who took the victory from 

Aaron Smith. 

The Roval provided a completely different challenge to the drivers who had to reset 

their race minds and reprogramme their thinking to the challenges of a road course. 

At 2.28 miles, with seventeen corners and a number of inclines with blind 

approaches and fast downhill turns, it is a testing and demanding circuit. 

Qualifying again followed the normal format of two flying laps and, at the end of the 

ten-minute session, it was Ben Creanor who secured his first pole position, with race 

one winner Connor Mills in second and the previous race front row starters, Aaron 

Smith and Alex Sedgwick making up the second row. 



Creanor led the grid of twenty-one drivers to the start as the field behind followed, 

two-by-two.  As the field accelerated from the restart zone, they immediately filed 

into the chicane at the end of the straight.  Creanor entered in first place followed by 

Mills but the faster starting Sedgwick exited the chicane in third place.  As the rest of 

the field funneled into the chicane, Yuri Ismael ran wide off the track, but the caution 

did not come out. 

Guillaume Hesnault was also caught out by the start, making contact with Jaz 

Harvey and then hitting the wall.  Several other drivers also got caught out but the 

caution was not thrown by race control as the leaders raced off on the oval banking. 

Creanor and Mills already had built up a gap over third placed Sedgwick, who had a 

gap from fourth placed Smith.  Further down the field, Jase Glen and Jaz Harvey 

were battling for eighth with series newcomer Mikey Doble in a well-deserved tenth 

place.  Behind him Hesnault was recovering from his scrap with the wall. 

At the front, the fight between Creanor and Mills was hotting up and Mills’ car had 

visible signs of damage to the front from his attempts to pass Creanor.  Behind them, 

Sedgwick was closing the gap. 

Lap six, Glen was the first car to pit for tyres and fuel and rejoined in eighteenth 

place.  At the front, Sedgwick caught and passed Mills in a well-timed move into the 

chicane and was followed through also by Smith, dropping Mills down to fourth. 

Sedgwick and Smith immediately started to chase after Creanor and pressured him 

for the lead.  Jonathan Hill further down the field over-shot the chicane and 

immediately was issued a “slow down” penalty, dropping him down to thirteenth 

place. 

Lap eight, Creanor still lead with a gap of two seconds over second-placed Sedgwick 

who was lapping quicker than the leader now he had clear air in front of him.  Mills 

was visibly struggling with his damaged car running off the track and kissing the wall, 

dropping him down to sixth place as the tenth lap was completed. 



Creanor continued to hold off the pressure from the chasing pack headed by 

Sedgwick.  Back in fourth, Marcel Freiensehner was in his own battle with the fast 

charging Bryan Crauwels. 

Eventually the pressure being applied by Sedgwick and Smith on Creanor caused 

Creanor to run wide off the track and make contact with the wall, dropping him down 

to sixth place behind the struggling Mills. 

At the front, new leader Sedgwick did not have it all his own way as the gap to Smith 

reduced as his lap times dropped.  Across the field, lap times started to drop from 

the previous 1.22 to 1.25 indicating the tyres were starting to fall off.  Second place 

Smith was affected less than Sedgwick initially, lapping quicker and closing the gap. 

Lap fifteen, Sedgwick’s tyres started to come back and he started to lap quicker than 

Smith by a few tenths.  In the mid-field, Harvey and Doble were battling for eighth 

place just behind seventh placed Billy Fletcher.  Meanwhile towards the front, 

Crauwels had caught and passed Freiensehner and was in hot pursuit of second 

placed Smith. 

Sedgwick continued to maintain the race lead and, as the eighteenth lap was ticked 

off, Fletcher was the only driver still running in his original starting position of 

seventh. 

As the leaders started the penultimate lap, Sedgwick had a comfortable lead over 

Smith who, in turn, had a similar gap over Crauwels.  As the white flag was shown to 

Sedgwick, he had a lead of over two seconds, but behind, things were not so 

controlled. 

Harvey and Hasnault made contact causing Harvey to spin, but Hesnault handed 

back the place as Harvey recovered.  As the field raced into the final turns, Harvey 

out-braked himself and spun again as his worn tyres caught him out.  A final push 

from Glen saw him pass Harvey who was trying to pass Hesnault. 

Sedgwick took the chequered flag, followed by Smith, Crauwels, Freiensehner, Mills 

and the recovering Creanor making up the top six finishers.  Behind Creanor, in 



seventh, Fletcher crossed the line in his starting position, followed by Doble, 

Hesnault and Glen completing the top ten finishers. 

Series newcomer Nicholas Yarranton made up the most places to secure thirteenth 

place, with an eight-place gain.  Fellow newcomer Mikey Doble got a well-deserved 

eighth place, indicating he is one to watch in future races. 

Sedgwick’s win was the first of this season after two second place finishes in the 

other rounds, giving him the overall championship points lead. 

Fastest race lap was set by Smith, just over a hundredth of a second quicker than 

race winner Sedgwick gaining him the extra championship point. 

As the drivers head for the next round in Zolder, Sedgwick tops the Championship 

table as the lead “Pro” driver, but it is Aaron Smith who leads the overall 

championship with a six-point lead over Glen. 

 


